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Section One: State of Play

Negotiations Continue

The EU-UK negotiations in April have focused on the 
Withdrawal Agreement and on the Ireland-Northern 
Ireland relationship. Speaking on 20 April, Michel Barnier 
reported that some 25% of work remained to be done, 
including crucial elements of the Irish agenda. He pointed 
out that while both Britain and the EU are committed 
to keeping a free flow of people and goods over the Irish 
border with no return to checkpoints, no solution had 
been found and a backstop plan could effectively isolate 
the Northern Ireland economy from mainland Britain. 

Speaking at the European Parliament on 18 April, the 
President of the European Council, Donald Tusk, reported 
that, on Brexit, the EU27 Council had adopted guidelines 
for the future EU-UK relationship and welcomed the 
progress made on the Withdrawal Agreement: 

We want to use the positive momentum in these 
negotiations to finally settle outstanding issues such 
as the solution to avoid a hard border between 
Ireland and Northern Ireland. The UK’s decision 
on Brexit has caused the problem, and the UK 
will have to help solve it. Without a solution, 
there will be no withdrawal agreement and no 
transition. Leaders will assess the negotiations in 
June. In parallel, we will start our first talks about 
the future EU-UK relationship.

The Tánaiste, Simon Coveney, wrote in the Irish Times 
on 19 April, of the importance of maintaining strong 
Ireland-UK relationships at this critical juncture for the 
negotiations.   He noted that there are just five rounds 
of negotiations between now and June for the British 
government to deliver on the commitments given, and 
to reach agreement with the EU taskforce: “Our first 
preference remains for the EU and UK to agree such a close 
and comprehensive future relationship that no backstop is 
ever needed. If this means the UK re-examining some of 
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its red lines, in the interests of peace and prosperity our 
hope is that re-examination will take place.” 

Borders and customs

Reports from Brussels on 20 April spoke of the EU side 
rejecting the UK proposals on the Irish border, arguing 
that the two ideas – a customs partnership and advanced 
technology – would not work and could set unacceptable 
precedents. While some reports were somewhat 
exaggerated it is clear that there has been a hardening 
of the EU’s position on the need for progress before the 
scheduled European Council meeting on 28-29 June.  

The Guardian, in an editorial, commented that: “Theresa 
May’s desire to combine exit from the EU’s Customs 
Union with an invisible border in Northern Ireland is not 
in doubt. The issue is not how much the prime minister 
wants a solution but whether a solution exists. Without 
one, Mrs May’s entire Brexit strategy unravels.”

A further Guardian article commented: “More importantly 
the EU senses an even more significant victory could be 
looming. If it can persuade the government’s own MPs 
that there is no hope of British proposals coming to pass, 
then remaining in a Customs Union is now a realistic fall-
back solution. Downing Street acceptance of the need 
for ‘close regulatory alignment’ suggests continued single 
market membership may not be far behind either. Both 
would be an anathema to Brexit true-believers, but a relief 
to business, Brussels and much of Westminster.”

The Sunday Times of 22 April 2018 headlined a story that 
the Prime Minister “may surrender over Customs Union” 
and that she had carried out a ‘war gaming exercise’ to 
sound out the likely response of leading Brexiters to a 
change of policy on this key issue. It was reported that 
the exercise concluded that Brexiters such as Michael 
Gove and David Davis would not resign but that Foreign 
Secretary Boris Johnson and Trade Secretary Liam Fox 
could leave in protest.

However, the Financial Times of 23 April reported that 
Number 10 had declared its position loud and clear, with 
an aide telling the BBC that “We will not be staying in the 
Customs Union or joining a Customs Union.”

Section Two: The Evolving Debate

British-Irish Relations

The Irish Times editorial on 12 April 2018 provides an 
important insight into the impact of the Brexit debate on 
relations between the neighbours:  

The foolish remarks by British Brexit Secretary 
David Davis, suggesting that the Irish 
Government’s approach to Brexit was being 
strongly influenced by Sinn Féin, indicate a 
worrying deterioration in relations between the 
two governments. It is sad that on this week’s 
20th anniversary of the Belfast Agreement the 
institutions it established have been in abeyance 
for 15 months while relations between the two 
governments are strained. The rock on which the 
agreement was built was the solid basis of trust 
between the governments in Dublin and London 
and the only way it can be made to work effectively 
again is if they stick together in putting pressure 
on the Northern parties to agree a deal.

One cause of the problem was an assumption by 
some in the Conservative Party that the Republic 
would automatically row in behind them in 
their negotiations with the EU. Apart from the 
arrogance of such an attitude, it displays no 
understanding of the hugely positive image of 
the EU in the eyes of most Irish people is just one 
of the things that marks us out from our nearest 
neighbours.

It is vital that the two governments put their 
differences over Brexit aside and focus on practical 
ways of ensuring that whatever the outcome there 
is no return to a hard border. To achieve that 
both need to tone down the rhetoric and look at 
practical solutions to common problems.

The comments by Secretary Davis, to a conference in 
London, were considered by some to have demonstrated 
a lack of knowledge of Irish politics. The immediate 
response was led by the Tánaiste, Simon Coveney, who 
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said that they were ‘way off the mark’ and ‘nonsense’ and 
argued that it would help if Mr Davis came to Dublin 
where he could learn about Irish politics. Secretary Davis 
travelled to Northern Ireland on 23 April and visited a 
number of places on the Northern Ireland side of the 
border, including a food processing plant and a former 
customs post. 

The Taoiseach has suggested to Prime Minister May that 
the British and Irish cabinets should hold annual joint 
meetings to ensure good working relationships between 
the countries after Brexit. He pointed to the desirability 
of creating a regular procedure to act as a replacement for 
the contacts and opportunities provided by attendance 
at EU council and committee meetings. “If you do not 
have these regular meetings and engagements those 
relationships decline. We will have to make a special effort 
to keep a close relationship with Britain.” He had in mind 
the yearly meetings between the French and German 
cabinets which have become an important element in the 
close relations between the two countries. Prime Minister 
May has given no clear indication of the UK response. 

Four former Northern Ireland Secretaries – all from the 
Labour Party – have warned about their concerns about 
the possibility of a hard border on the island which could 
lead to instability that could threaten the very existence 
of the Good Friday Agreement. Peter Mandelson, John 
Reid, Paul Murphy, Peter Hain and Shaun Woodward 
said that there was a duty for those who value the 
agreement to speak up and make clear their opposition to 
the Government’s Brexit policy. 

President Macron at European Parliament

On 17 April 2018, President Macron addressed the 
European Parliament as part of its programme of debates 
with the EU Heads of Government on the Future of 
Europe. He made a brief reference to Brexit.

I would like to take the opportunity to commend 
the work carried out by Michel Barnier over 
the last few months – but that is also a context 

where doubt has been seeded in several European 
countries and which, month after month, has 
brought out sensibilities which call into question 
things which we used to see as fundamentals.

A context where a sort of European civil war is 
reappearing, where our differences, sometimes 
our national egoisms, appear more important 
than what unites us within a global context. A 
context where fascination with illiberalism – 
and this is something I would like to come back 
to later – is growing by the day. A context where 
geopolitical threats – and we will definitely come 
back to this during our discussion – give Europe a 
responsibility which grows day by day. A context 
of large-scale international conflict, from the 
Levant to the Sahel, but also the emergence of 
major authoritarian powers and a clear strategy to 
challenge the framework of multilateralism where 
Europe played a full role and which was also the 
framework not only for European influence but 
also for the construction of European peace.

Irish Government Engagement

The Taoiseach, Leo Varadkar, travelled to Berlin for 
discussions with Chancellor Merkel and held bilateral 
meetings with the British and Dutch Prime Ministers on 
the margins of the March European Council.

The Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs, Simon 
Coveney, has held meetings with his Portuguese, Dutch, 
Polish, Swedish, Croatian and German counterparts.   

In the Netherlands, he delivered a speech on ‘Sustaining 
the Good Friday Agreement in the context of Brexit’ 
in which he spoke of the evolving partnership between 
Ireland, the Netherlands and the Nordic and Baltic states 
on key policy issues, including free trade, banking union 
and reforming EMU.  In the context of his meeting with 
the German Foreign Minister, Heiko Maas, the Tánaiste 
launched a major study of Irish-German Relations Ireland 
in Germany: A Wider and Deeper Footprint.

The Tánaiste met the EU chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, 
in Brussels on 19 March after which he tweeted: “Brexit 
negotiations are moving forward – progress on Irish issues 
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remains a key priority for both negotiating teams and 
solidarity with our E|U partners remains strong.”

The Minister for European Affairs, Helen McEntee, 
continued the programme of Citizens’ Dialogue meetings 
with a session in Dublin, following those in Galway, Cork 
and Donegal and with one in Navan scheduled.

Brexit Loan Scheme for Irish Businesses

The Government has opened a €300 million Brexit Loan 
Scheme for Irish Businesses to help companies prepare 
for the challenges ahead. Enterprise Ireland, Bord Bia 
and InterTradeIreland have established targeted services 
providing practical advice, support and information on 
Brexit related issues.  Enterprise Ireland are conducting 
Brexit Advisory Clinics for companies in Cavan, 
Monaghan and the wider border region. 

UK Government Defeat

The UK government suffered a major defeat over Brexit 
in the House of Lords on 18 April when an amendment 
to the EU Withdrawal Bill calling on Ministers to explain 
what they have done to negotiate an arrangement which 
enables the United Kingdom to continue participating in 
a Customs Union after leaving the European Union was 
backed by 348 peers, with 225 voting against. The Labour 
Party Shadow Brexit Secretary, Keir Starmer, commented 
that a Customs Union was “the only viable way to protect 
jobs, support manufacturing and help avoid a hard border 
in Northern Ireland” and insisted that the Prime Minister 
“must now listen to the growing chorus of voices who are 
urging her to drop her redline on a Customs Union and 
rethink her approach.”  

In the House of Commons a debate has been scheduled 
on a motion, tabled by ten select committee chairs, calling 
on the Government to seek to remain in a Customs 
Union with the European Union. The motion notes the 
importance of frictionless trade with the EU for British 
manufacturers and “further notes that the free circulation 

of goods on the island of Ireland is a consequence of the 
UK and the Republic of Ireland’s membership of the 
EU Customs Union.” The motion is non-binding but 
designed to increase pressure on the government to keep 
the Customs Union option alive.  A meaningful vote on 
the issue is likely in the months ahead in the form of an 
amendment to the trade and customs bill, signed by at 
least ten Tory backbenchers.

The Government suffered three more defeats on the 
Withdrawal Bill.  The most significant came when peers 
voted by a majority of 71 to keep most of the EU charter 
of fundamental rights in domestic law after Brexit.  They 
backed an amendment by the crossbencher Lord Pannick 
which was supported by Labour and the Lib Dems.  
The government then suffered two further defeats, by 
majorities of 50 and 57, as peers voted to retain the right 
of action in domestic law after Brexit in the event of 
failure to comply with the general principles of EU law.

Meanwhile, it is becoming clear that a parliamentary 
logjam will mean that the government will struggle to pass 
vital legislation needed to underpin the exit process before 
the parliamentary vote on the final Brexit deal. Almost 
half of the required legislation has yet to be introduced by 
ministers. The shadow Brexit Minister, Jenny Chapman, 
commented that there was now a ‘real danger’ that the 
Houses would be asked to vote on the final package 
without having approved crucial legislation, such as the 
immigration bill, and would be ‘voting blind’.    

People’s Vote

At a launch in north London, MPs from both the 
Conservative Party and Labour joined with hundreds of 
others to press for what they described as a “people’s vote” 
on Brexit.  The Labour Party MP, Chuka Umunna, argued 
that “in our democracy, it is vital that the people get their 
say on Brexit, rather than their elected representatives 
in Parliament being reduced to some rubber stamp for 
whatever plan Boris Johnson, Jacob Rees-Mogg and 
Michael Gove have been putting together behind closed 
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doors.”  The other leading figures in the group included 
Anna Soubry MP (Conservative), Layla Moran MP 
(Liberal Democrat), Caroiline Lucas MP (Green Party), 
the Labour peer, Lord Adonis, and the actor Patrick 
Stewart.

The People’s Vote campaign brings together nine anti-
Brexit groups, including Britain for Europe, Open 
Britain, European Movement UK and Wales for Europe 
and works alongside the All-Party Parliamentary Group 
on European Relations.   

Non-Regression

The EU chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, has indicated 
that the EU27 will not rely on UK pledges over 
maintenance of environmental standards but will insist 
on a ‘non-regression’ clause in the final deal to tie the UK 
to the bloc’s established standards. He told the European 
Parliament that it was necessary to be extremely vigilant 
in blocking any attempt by the British government 
to undercut current regulations to gain a competitive 
advantage.

“It’s a very important question because the European 
regulatory model is underpinned by choices that are very 
dear to us.  Currently the UK is totally integrated but we 
are going to diverge. What will become of this divergence? 
Does it remain reasonable? Or does it become a tool for 
social, fiscal and environmental dumping? We face a huge 
risk of ratification from national parliaments if we don’t 
reassure people and provider solutions.”   

The European Commission has commenced a process of 
issuing legal proposals on Brexit to prepare the EU for the 
possibility of a sharp break from the UK. The Commission 
is reported to have drafted 30-40 proposals to amend laws 
and give special powers to regulators covering a wide range 
of areas with particular emphasis on trade quotas, the car 
industry, transport companies, the space programme, 
financial services and professional qualifications.  The 
Commission is responding to the opinion of the European 

Council that there must be “preparedness at all levels for 
the consequences of the UK’s withdrawal, taking into 
account all possible outcomes.”   
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